
2016 Big Table Farm Syrah – Funk Estate Vineyard 
The Rocks District, Milton-Freewater 
196 cases 
unfined and unfiltered 
label-a vine in the rocks 
release date: March 4, 2019 
 
I think the ability to show power and finesse in the same 
glass has allured me to Syrah since my first introduction over 
20 years ago. I found the photograph in Barbara Neyer’s 
office of Syrah vines growing out of seemingly just rock 
mesmerizing and profound. So when the opportunity arose 
to work with fruit from the Rocks district of Milton-
Freewater, I jumped.  Rich Funk of Saviah Cellars agreed to 
sell us some fruit from his meticulously farmed estate 
vineyard. I have done my best to capture both the power and 
the finesse, plus a little fruit and some spice. 
 
Tasting notes— The aromatics need no introduction on this 
wine – white pepper yes – but prettier like white pepper 
steeped in roses, and green olive and mocha. This sexy nose 
takes you straight into that fabulous fruit which gives way to florals and lavender. This wine has the 
power of the Rocks but it’s balanced with Brian’s soft touch to bring out the fruit and elegance in this 
site. This wine is surprisingly ethereal. The palate is smooth, tannins melt on the tongue and there is 
complete continuity and flavor saturation sinking into the mid-palate. This wine lingers just long 
enough for you to want more.  
 
 
    95 pts – Washington Wine Blog 
    95 pts – International Wine Report 
 
 

Big Table Farm is the collaborative effort of Brian Marcy and Clare Carver 
– we are a winemaker and an artist, we grow and produce what we love to eat and drink – 

 
 
 

Our Farm  
We own and manage 70 acres in the northern Willamette Valley, where we raise animals and produce 
seasonable vegetables. If you visit us, you’ll find free-range hens, pasture-raised pigs and grass-fed 
cows. We are building a managed intensive grazing system of farming that builds our soil, sequesters 
carbon, and moves us towards a healthy, sustainable and diverse farm. 
 
 
 

	

	

	


